**Beihua University** is a province-owned comprehensive university whose scope is the most extensive one. Approved by the Ministry of Education, it was founded in 1999 by the combination of the original Jilin Teacher’s college, Jilin Medical College, Jilin Forestry College and Jilin Electrification Academy. It is situated in the Rime Metropolis and Charming City --- Jilin.

The university has four campuses: the south, the north, the east, and the west campus. Currently, the University has the total enrollments of 22448 students, including 19958 undergraduate students, 1011 graduates and 500 international students from over 50 countries. The University has 31 academic colleges and offers 71 undergraduate specialties, 56 Master’s programs. Among 1496 faculties, there are 735 professors and associate professors.

The university regards highly international exchange and cooperation, taking advantage of the scientific achievements and experience of school running of foreign universities, exploring our road of internationalization and modernization in the communication of national culture and the achievements of the world civilization. It has successively established exchange-and -cooperation relation with 37 universities or educational institutions from countries like America, Japan, South Korea, Russia, Malaysia, Pakistan, Canada, etc. Since the combination, the university invited nearly 190 foreign experts and scholars to deliver lectures, sent nearly 200 fine young and middle-aged mainstays, scientific researchers and management mainstays to America, Japan, Russia, South Korea, European countries and areas to visit, cooperate the scientific research, attend international academic conference. The university runs school through joint venture programs with South Korea and Japan by 2+2, 3+2, with America by 1+2+1, MBA 1+1, and to exchange students with them. University is approved to accept “Chinese Government Scholarship”, “Confucius Institute Scholarship”, and “Government Scholarship of Jilin Province” students. And University is qualified in accepting undergraduates majoring in clinical medicine (English Medium) as well. In 2007, Kangwon National University and Beihua University co-established Confucius Institute. The university adapted to the development of worldwide higher education, developed itself in the exchange of Chinese culture and world civilization.

Beihua university accepted good achievement from
the reform of higher education, inherited from original 4 colleges, especially after the combination, Beihua university improved the teaching condition and campus, with its gradually suitable professional and faculties structures, its more complete running levels, its equipment and facilities took shape, it promoted international education and academic exchange. At present, all the teachers and students follow the school motto of "Advocating moral integrity and hard learning; Upholding self-reliance and earnest practice", they also aim at building the university into a comprehensive university which is well-known at home and with great influence abroad.

Degree Programs

Bachelor's Degree (4 years)
General Scholar (1-2years)

1. International Economics and trade
2. Marketing and Sale
3. Accounting
4. Tourism Management
5. Administration Management
6. Industrial and Business Management
7. Logistics Management
8. Ideological & Political Education (Teacher-training)
9. Law
10. Sociology
11. History (Teacher-training)
12. Physical Education (Teacher-training)
13. Human Movement Science
14. Primary School Education (Teacher-training)
15. Pedagogies (Teacher-training)
16. Psychology (Teacher-training)
17. Preschool Education
18. Broadcasting and Anchorman Art
19. Chinese Language and Literature (Teacher-training)
20. Chinese as a foreign language
21. Music (Teacher-training)
22. Music Performance
23. Painting
24. Fine Art (Teacher-training)
25. Art Design
26. Dancing
27. Sculpture
28. Japanese
29. English
30. English (Teacher-training)
31. Korean
32. Russian
33. Mathematics and Applied Mathematics (Teacher-training)
34. Information and Calculation Science (Teacher-training)
35. Physics (Teacher-training)
36. Statistics
37. Statistics (Actuarial Science and Risk Management)
38. Biology (Teacher-training)
39. Chemistry (Teacher-training)
40. Applied Chemistry
41. Pharmacy
42. Pharmacy (Clinical Pharmacy)
43. Industrial Design
44. Mechanical Design & Manufacturing Automation
45. Material Molding and Control Engineering
46. Automation
47. Electrical Engineering and Automation
48. Measuring & Control Technology and Instrument
49. Electronic and Information Engineering
50. Electronic Information Science and Technology
51. Communication Engineering
52. Software Engineering
53. Network Engineering
54. Computer Science and Technology (Engineering course)
55. Computer Science and Technology (Teacher-training)
56. Wood Science and Engineering
57. Packing Engineering
58. Traffic Transportation
59. Civil Engineering
60. Engineering Management
61. Forestry
62. Landscape Gardening
63. Environment Science
64. Food Science and Engineering
65. Preventive Medicine
66. Clinical Medicine ※
67. Medical Image
68. Dental Medicine
69. Medical Laboratory Test
70. Nursing
71. Nursing (English Nurse)

Master’s Degree (3 years)

Senior Scholar (1-2 years)
1. Basic Principles of Marxism
2. Studies of Localization of Marxism in China
3. Ideological & Political Education
4. Curriculum & Methodology (Psychology: Chinese; English; Music; Math; Physics; Chemistry; Biology)
5. PE & Training
6. Higher Education
7. Studies of Education Technology
8. Chinese Philology
9. Linguistics & Applied Linguistics
10. Chinese Ancient Literature
11. Chinese Modern & Contemporary Literature
12. Foreign linguistic and Applied Linguistics
13. Art
14. Special History
15. World History
16. Basic Mathematics
17. Applied Mathematics
18. Probability Theory and Mathematical Statistics
19. Operational Research and Cybernetics
20. Biological Chemistry and Molecule Biology
21. Condensed Physics
22. Physical Chemistry
23. Timer Science and Technology
24. Electric Electron & transmission
25. Theory and New Technology of Electrical Engineering

26. Mechanic Design & Theory
27. Mechatronic Engineering
28. Vehicle Engineering
29. Computer Application Technology
30. Applied Chemistry
31. Forestry Cultivation
32. Garden Plant & Visual Horticulture
33. Wild Animals & Plants Protection & Use
34. Forestry Safeguard
35. Forestry Economic Management
36. Forestry Chemical Processing Engineering
37. Landscape Gardening
38. Anatomy and Tissue Embryology
39. Pathology and Pathological Physiology
40. Surgery
41. Neurology
42. Clinical Laboratory Test and Diagnostics
43. Dermatology and Venereal Disease
44. Pharmacy
45. Pharmaceutical Analysis
46. Pharmaceutical/Medicinal Chemistry
47. Internal Medicine
48. Image & Nucleon Medicine
49. Gynaecology
50. Pathogen Biology
51. Forensic Medicine
52. Medical Immunology
53. Nursing
54. Business Management
55. Accounting
56. Tourism Management

Note: Majors with ※ can be taught in English. (The minimum number of opening a bachelor’s class is 25.)

Fees

For Self-financed International Students
1. Registration fee: 400yuan
2. Tuition fee:
   1) Chinese language training: RMB12000yuan/year
   2) General scholars: RMB20000yuan/year
   3) Senior scholars: RMB30400yuan/year
   4) Bachelor’s Degree: Liberal Art:
RMB14000yuan/year
Science or Engineering: RMB16000yuan/year
Medicine\Art\P.E: RMB24000yuan/year
5) Master's Degree: Liberal Art:
   RMB18000yuan/year
Science or Engineering: RMB20000yuan/year
Medicine\Art\P.E: RMB28000yuan/year
3. Textbook fee: Chinese language: RMB300yuan/year
   Bachelor's Degree Program: RMB400yuan/year
4. Lodging fee: RMB20yuan/day (double room)

Contacts

International Education & Exchange College, Beihua University
Add: No.3999, Binjiang East Road, Fengman District, Jilin City, Jilin Province, P.R.China. 132013
Tel: 0086-432-64608515, 64608516, 64608517, 64608617
Fax: 0086-432-64608511
E-mail: beihuauniversity@hotmail.com
Http: // www.beihua.edu.cn